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the Pond Snail and the Frog
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d Animals tend to be outwardly symmetric but internally are
asymmetric
d Unlike other animals, snails show inherited variation in
asymmetry
d We found that both snails and frogs use a common gene to
define left and right
d Asymmetry is probably an ancient and conserved property of
cells and animals
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SUMMARY
While components of the pathway that establishes
left-right asymmetry have been identified in diverse
animals, from vertebrates to flies, it is striking that
the genes involved in the first symmetry-breaking
step remain wholly unknown in the most obviously
chiral animals, the gastropod snails. Previously,
research on snails was used to show that left-right
signaling of Nodal, downstream of symmetry
breaking, may be an ancestral feature of the Bilateria
[1, 2]. Here, we report that a disabling mutation in
one copy of a tandemly duplicated, diaphanous-
related formin is perfectly associated with symmetry
breaking in the pond snail. This is supported by the
observation that an anti-formin drug treatment con-
verts dextral snail embryos to a sinistral phenocopy,
and in frogs, drug inhibition or overexpression by
microinjection of formin has a chirality-randomizing
effect in early (pre-cilia) embryos. Contrary to expec-
tationsbasedonexistingmodels [3–5],wediscovered
asymmetric gene expression in 2- and 4-cell snail em-
bryos, preceding morphological asymmetry. As the
formin-actin filament has been shown to be part of
an asymmetry-breaking switch in vitro [6, 7], together
these results are consistentwith the view that animals
with diverse body plansmayderive their asymmetries
from the same intracellular chiral elements [8].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bilaterian animals aremore or less symmetrical about themidline
that divides left and right, but internally most organs are asym-
metric in locationor shape.How is symmetrybrokenduringdevel-
opment if the ‘‘right’’ and ‘‘left’’ sides are essentially arbitrary? A
longstandingmodel posits that a chiral ‘‘Fmolecule’’ is orientated
relative to the anteroposterior and dorsoventral axes [9]. This
asymmetric molecular reference then determines left-right (LR)
differentiation at the cellular and organismal level.
Given the importance of chiral patterning in the three bilaterian
superphyla, Deuterostomia, Ecdysozoa, and Lophotrochozoa, a
continuing problem is a lack of knowledge of the first symmetry-
breaking steps in the Lophotrochozoa, even though the first
described locus that reverses the whole body structure of an
animal was from the pond snail Lymnaea [10, 11]. Recently, com-
monalities between different species have been discovered
[12–15]. For example, in both vertebrates (Deuterostomia) and
snails (Lophotrochozoa), nodal and pitx encode key signaling
molecules required for the establishment of LR asymmetry, sug-
gesting that these genesmay have been used in the last common
ancestor of Bilateria, but lost in Ecdysozoa [1, 2, 16]. However,
neither nodal nor pitx is the earliest symmetry-breaking determi-
nant in snails, ultimately limiting a knowledge of whether this rep-
resents deep conservation or convergent use of the same genes.
Within Lophotrochozoa, snails are unique in that they exhibit
genetically tractable, natural variation in chirality [17] and so
may aid in understanding of the establishment and conservation
of LRasymmetry.Here,weusegenetics, genomics, andpharma-
cological inhibition to show that the Lymnaea stagnalis chirality
gene is a scaffolding component of the cytoskeleton.We present
strong evidence that this same molecule is one component of
an early chiral cytoskeletal structure that is involved in the
earliest symmetry-breaking steps across the Bilateria.
A Gene that Is Associated with Chirality in Pond Snails
ThegastropodmolluscL. stagnalis is naturally variable in left-right
asymmetry, outwardly visible in thechirality of the spiral shell, and
under the control of a single maternally expressed locus. In
L. stagnalis (Figure 1A), maternal D alleles dominantly determine
a clockwise (‘‘dextral’’) twist in offspring [18, 19]. Specifically,
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during the third cleavage in dextral embryos, four micromeres
simultaneously emerge from four macromeres and twist clock-
wise (‘‘spiral deformation’’; [19]). In homozygous recessive (dd)
sinistral embryos the four micromeres initially emerge neutrally,
without rotation, with a later counterclockwise twist taking place
during furrow ingression [19]. These differences are presaged by
the orientation of metaphase-anaphase spindles. In dextral em-
bryos, micromere spindle orientation is chiral (‘‘spindle inclina-
tion’’; [19]), while in sinistral embryos, the spindles are positioned
radially, such that they do not exhibit chirality.
Previously we defined a 0.4 Mb region of the 1 Gb
L. stagnalis genome that must contain the chirality locus [18].
To identify the chirality-determining gene, we generated two
new resources: a sequenced bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) clone walk across the chirality locus interval and draft
genome sequences of DD homozygote and Dd heterozygote in-
dividuals. The BAC clone walk was oriented using three-color fi-
ber fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) (Figure S1). We used
the offspring of a large cross to recombination breakpoint map
the position, orientation, and haplotype origin (D or d) of each
BAC clone relative to the original restriction associated DNA
sequencing (RAD-seq) markers (rad4 and rad5) and the chirality
locus D (Table S1). The chirality locus was located between
markers b6 and b12, a region of 267 kb (Figure 1B).We predicted
Figure 1. Mapping the Formin Gene, Maternal Expression, and Evolution of Chirality
(A) The snail genera used in this study (image credits: Lymnaea [E. de Roij], Biomphalaria and Physa [creative commons], Partula and Euhadra [A.D.]).
(B) 3,403 offspring were used to infer the recombination breakpoints that bound the D locus. Numbers of mapped recombinants for 1,507 sinistral (dd) snails
are shown on the right and for 1,896 dextral (DD or Dd) on the left. The sinistral mutation must be between loci b6 and b12 (shaded), a region that spans 267
kb (not to scale).
(C) Boxplots show normalized relative quantities (NRQs), on log scale, of quantitative real-time PCR assays of transcripts of three candidate genes and one
control (Larp2/3 1a) in single-cell egg samples from dextral homozygote (DD), dextral heterozygote (Dd), and sinistral recessive homozygote (dd) individuals.
Significant differences in expression were detected for Ldia2 only (DD:dd, p = 0.002; DD:Dd and Dd:dd, p = 0.004).
(D) WMISH of maternal Ldia transcripts in early, dextral L. stagnalis embryos.
(E) Schematic showing two hypotheses for the evolution of chirality in three snail families (dextral = blue; sinistral = red). Either sinistrality evolved once from a
dextral ancestor, with the ancestral Lymnaeid reverting to dextral (bottom), or sinistrality evolved twice (top).
See also Table S1 for the mapping data; Figure S3 for further WMISH and quantitative real-time PCR data; and Figure S2C for the full snail phylogeny.
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genes across the scaffolded BAC walk assembly and mapped
DD and Dd whole-genome sequencing data to the assembly to
identify haplotype-specific variation.
Only six genes were in perfect linkage with D in our mapping
cross, all contained on a single BAC scaffold: lysosomal pro-x
carboxypeptidase (Lprcp), furry (Lfry), a tudor domain-contain-
ing protein (Ltud), a major facilitator superfamily domain-
containing protein (Lmfsd), and a pair of tandemly duplicated
diaphanous-related formin genes (Ldia1 and Ldia2; Figure S2A).
In sinistral (dd) snails, Ldia2 was found to contain a homozy-
gous, single base deletion in the 50 of the coding region that
causes a frameshift. The mutation was confirmed by cloning
and sequencing Ldia transcripts from both sinistral and dextral
snails (KU341302–KU341305). No disabling mutations were
discovered in the coding sequences of the other genes,
including the adjacent paralog Ldia1.
Maternal expression of genes was assessed by quantitative
real-time PCR in single-cell embryos from DD, Dd, and dd
mothers. Of the six candidate genes, only Ldia2 showed signifi-
cant differences in expression associated with genotype (Fig-
ures 1C and S3A). Ldia2 transcripts were readily detected in
dextral embryos fromDDmothers. However, in sinistral embryos
from ddmothers, Ldia2 transcript levels were 0.6% that of DD
embryos, whereas in embryos from heterozygous Dd mothers,
they were50%. These differences in expression are consistent
with frameshifted Ldia2sin transcripts being degraded by
nonsense mediated decay.
The tandem duplication perhaps explains why a Ldia2sin mu-
tation is not simply lethal [20–22], in that Ldia1 and Ldia2 may
have overlapping roles in embryonic development, albeit with
some specialized function: while we found that mRNAs for
both Ldia1 and Ldia2 were present in equal quantities in the
dextral 1-cell embryo, Ldia2 was 3-fold enriched in 1-cell
dextral embryos relative to somatic tissues, whereas Ldia1
was 10-fold depleted (30-fold difference overall).
Asymmetric Expression of Maternal Genes Precedes
Asymmetric Morphology
Expression of candidate loci was examined in early L. stagnalis
embryos using whole-mount in situ hybridization (WMISH; [23]).
Figure 2. Impact of Drug Treatment upon 4-Cell Snail Embryos
When applied shortly after the second cleavage had completed, both SMIFH2 and CK-666 reduced the proportion of embryos that survived to the 8-cell stage
(left-hand graphs). Following SMIFH2 treatment (top left), a high proportion of the viable embryos emerged neutrally, without a chiral twist. In contrast, the
proportion of neutral embryos following CK-666 treatment (bottom left) was low. Both drugs reduce the angle of rotation as the micromeres emerge (right-hand
graphs). Mean values for each experiment and SE are shown. See also Table S2 and Movie S1.
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The first two embryonic cleavages in L. stagnalis are equal, so
that the fourmacromeres that are formed from the first two cleav-
ages are indistinguishable [3–5], until contact between the third
quartet of micromeres induces one of the macromeres to
become the future D blastomere (but see 24]). We expected
that mRNA transcripts would initially be equally distributed be-
tween the four macromeres. Surprisingly, however, we found
that Ldia mRNA was asymmetric at the 2-cell stage and largely
confined to one macromere by the 4-cell stage (Figure 1D), with
Lfry sometimes showing an asymmetric pattern, albeit less strik-
ing, and with more variation between individuals (Figure S3B).
While we do not know whether the Ldia2-positive macromere
is the D blastomere, individual macromeres must have an iden-
tity as early as the two-cell stage, contrary to the expectation
based on accepted models [3–5] of development in equal
cleaving snails. This also further emphasizes the general point
that asymmetry is determined very early and intracellularly—
asymmetry of molecules precedes visible morphological asym-
metry, although not necessarily in a causative manner (see [4,
25] for comparison with unequal cleaving embryos). The results
also suggest an explanation for the reduced viability of sinistral
embryos [20–22]—as chiral rotation of micromeres in sinistrals
is sometimes incomplete or error prone, inviability may be
caused by a conflict in identity between individual cells. Further
investigation is necessary, but the sinistral embryos seem to
show more generalized, less obviously asymmetric staining,
consistent with this explanation (perhaps because of reduced
transport on actin microfilaments, [4]) (Figure S3B).
Pharmacological Inhibition of Formin in Early Snail
Embryos Mimics the Sinistral Phenotype
As transgenic approaches are not yet established in L. stagnalis,
andmicroinjection is usually lethal [22], we tested formin involve-
ment in chirality using SMIFH2, an FH2 domain inhibitor [26].
SMIFH2 prevents formin nucleation and processive elongation
of filamentous actin by decreasing the affinity of formin for the
barbed end. Micromolar concentrations of SMIFH2 disrupt the
formation of formin-dependent, but not Arp2/3 complex-depen-
dent, actin cytoskeletal structures [26].
When 100 mM SMIFH2 was added to genetically dextral 4-cell
embryos shortly after completion of the second cleavage, rela-
tively few embryos (30%–60%) reached third cleavage at
80 min (Figure 2; Table S2). However, in 25%–35% of those
that did, all four micromeres emerged neutrally, with no chiral
twist (SMIFH2 treated at 0 min, n = 6 experiments, 274 embryos,
compared to n = 11 control experiments, 219 embryos; p <
0.001, U = 5.5, Mann-Whitney U), with up to 45% of individual
micromeres emerging neutrally (Figure 2). SMIFH2 treatment of
dextral embryos thus phenocopies normal sinistral embryos.
We also visualized spindles during the third cleavage of
L. stagnalis by indirect immunofluorescence with anti-b-tubulin
antibody. In line with previous findings [19], control dextral em-
bryos showed the characteristic spindle inclination, especially
in the latter stages of mitosis. In SMIFH2-treated dextral em-
bryos, the spindles were more frequently radially symmetric,
resembling untreated sinistral embryos (Figure 3).
To rule out a non-specific effect of SMIFH2, we compared the
effect of another inhibitor of actin assembly, CK-666, which acts
specifically on Arp2/3 complex-dependent actin patches [27]
and not on formin-dependent actin cables. CK-666 also had a
lethal effect when applied to genetically dextral early four-cell
embryos and also tended to reduce the average angle of emer-
gence of micromeres. However, an achiral phenotype was
observed in rather few CK-666-treated embryos (Figure 2; CK-
666 treated 0 min, n = 3 experiments, 196 embryos, compared
to n = 5 control experiments, 190 embryos; p = 0.107, U = 2.5,
Mann-Whitney U). Therefore, the differential effects of SMIFH2
and CK-666 suggest that formin-mediated actin assembly may
be a critical factor in determining chiral cleavage orientation be-
tween the second and third cleavages.
In SMIFH2-treated, genetically dextral embryos that
continued to develop following neutral emergence of micro-
meres (i.e., like sinistrals), the direction of the subsequent twist
was dextral, rather than sinistral (6/6; Movie S1). The individual
Figure 3. Tubulin and Actin Staining of
Control and Drug-Treated Embryos
Embryos were fixed and stained with Cy3-b-
tubulin (red) and 488-phalloidin (green) to highlight
the spindle microtubules and filamentous actin,
respectively. DMSO-treated embryos predomi-
nantly showed spindle inclination (left image, 4-cell
stage), with the micromeres usually emerging with
a dextral twist (right image, 8-cell stage). Aminority
of SMIFH2 treated embryos had mitotic spindles
that showed a radial orientation (left image), an
arrangement that was not observed in DMSO
control dextral embryos. In the SMIFH2 right-hand
image (8-cell stage), the top middle and middle left
micromeres are emerging neutrally (arrows), with
the other two showing a partial rotation. Addition
of SMIFH2 did not influence spindle orientation in
4-cell DMSO control or sinistral embryos, with
spindles typically showing a radial orientation.
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micromeres of genetic sinistrals also sometimes twisted dex-
trally (0 to 4% in our experiments; the fourth time-lapse in
Movie S1 shows an embryo in which all four micromeres twist
dextrally after neutral emergence; see also [22]). This later twist
is also actin dependent [19], which suggests dextrality may be
the default pathway, independent of FH2 domain function.
A Sinistral Ancestral Pond Snail?
We used genomic and transcriptomic resources, and new se-
quences, to explore links between diaphanous formin and chiral
evolution. First, we found that the chromosomal region that
contains the L. stagnalis chirality locus is deeply conserved,
exhibiting synteny of dia, fry, and tud between L. stagnalis,
Biomphalaria glabrata (planorb snail, sinistral cleaving), andCap-
itella telata (polychaete annelid, dextral cleaving). Second, while
the dia duplication is also evident in Lymnaea trunculata, and so
must pre-date its divergence from L. stagnalis, single-copy dia
genes in B. glabrata and Physa acuta (both sinistral snails: Fig-
ure 1A) are more similar to Ldia1 than Ldia2 (Figure S2B). The
B. glabrata dia gene and Ldia1 also share a non-repetitive UTR
element, absent from Ldia2. Thus, Ldia2 is likely the derived pa-
ralog, which may have evolved specific function in the embryo,
and for which loss leads to a sinistral phenotype.
We mapped chirality onto a new phylogeny of the Hygrophila
(Figure S2C). The predominantly dextral Lymnaeidae and the
sinistral Physidae cluster together, so either sinistrality evolved
once, with a sinistral ancestral Lymnaeid subsequently reverting
to dextral, or else, sinistrality evolved on two separate occasions
(Figure 1E). Both explanations are equally parsimonious. How-
ever, only the first is consistent if the duplication was involved
in enabling dextrality in the Lymnaeidae.
As no natural variation in chirality has been described in
Biomphalaria or Physa, it is difficult to further test the function
of dia in relation to copy number. Instead, we sampled dia ortho-
logs in two other chirally variable snail genera, Euhadra, a
Japanese land snail, and Partula, an endangered species from
Polynesia (Figure 1A; [28, 29]). In both of these genera, chirality
was not associated with variation in a single-copy dia that was
recovered (Figure S2). Molecular understanding of chiral varia-
tion in these species is therefore likely to reveal additional com-
ponents of the LR asymmetry pathway, including variants in
genes that enable chiral evolution without negative pleiotropic
effects upon fitness.
Formin Also Regulates LR Patterning in the Frog
A popular model of LR symmetry breaking in vertebrates relies
on chiral flow of extracellular fluid during neurulation. However,
this mechanism cannot be universal as many phyla lack the cili-
ated structures required or achieve correct LR patterning prior to
the ciliated structure differentiation (reviewed in [8, 14, 15]).
Inherent asymmetry in the cytoskeleton could provide an
ancient, well-conserved mechanism used by vertebrate em-
bryos at the earliest stages of development to initiate the LR
pattern and instruct the entire body plan [8, 30, 31]. We
Figure 4. Effect of Drug Treatment and Microinjection of Overexpressed Formin on Chirality in the Frog
(A) Embryos were treated with DMSO, CK-666, or SMIFH2 at the concentrations indicated, allowed to develop, and scored for visceral organ chirality at stage 45.
(B) Embryoswere injected into the animal pole withmRNA encodingmouse dia1 formin and scored for visceral organ situs at stage 45. Images: Examples of organ
situs for experimental microinjection with wild-type mouse dia1 mRNA. The control shows a wild-type (situs solitus) tadpole, ventral view, demonstrating the
normal arrangement of the stomach (yellow arrowhead), heart apex (red arrowhead), and gall bladder (green arrowhead). Heterotaxic tadpoles (ventral view)
resulting from formin overexpression show reversal of all three organs, i.e., situs inversus; the gut position and looping and gall bladder; or the heart.
See also Table S3 and Figure S4.
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investigated whether formin inhibition in early embryos, before
the neurula ciliary flow, could affect chirality in the vertebrate
model Xenopus laevis.
SMIFH2 and CK-666 drug treatments were carried out with
X. laevis embryos at different stages of development and scored
by measuring heterotaxia (independent organ LR inversion) in
tadpoles (Figure 4; Table S3). In early embryos (stages 1–6), dur-
ing which the cytoskeleton instructs LR patterning [30], treat-
ment with 50 mM SMIFH2 had a strong effect on LR patterning
(13% heterotaxia, X2, p < 0.001), with a smaller but significant ef-
fect with CK-666 (7% heterotaxia, X2, p < 0.001), whereas em-
bryos treated at neurula stages (stages 19–21), when ciliary
flow is present, showed a strong effect for both 50 mM SMIFH2
(12%, X2, p < 0.001) and 50 mM CK-666 (16%, X2, p < 0.001).
Treatments spanning late blastula to gastrula (stages 8–14)
had a reduced (3%–4%) but still significant effect (Table S3) on
organ heterotaxia, showing that the efficacy of early treatment
cannot be due to remnant drug persisting to cilia stages.
For a more specific gain-of-function test of formin function in
Xenopus, mouse dia1 mRNA was injected into the animal pole
of frog embryos and organ situs assessed at stage 45. Similar
to the in vitro finding that the spontaneous counterclockwise
alignment of actin bundles can be reversed by overexpression
of alpha-actinin [7], we found that overexpression of dia1 re-
sulted in a high and significant proportion of heterotaxia, whether
injected 30 or 60 min post-fertilization, or in one of two or four
cells (Figures 4 and S4). In addition, targeted injection into the
dorsal left (DL) or ventral right (VR) blastomeres at the 4-cell
stage showed that while significantly different from uninjected
controls (X2, p < 0.001), there is no significant difference between
DL and VR in the effect on heterotaxia (n = 85 DL, 5% hetero-
taxia; n = 135 VR, 9% heterotaxia; p = 0.75 Student’s t test),
which would be expected if the effect were at the point of ciliary
flow, as the left side of the embryo is required for ciliary flow
affecting LR patterning [32].
Formin, an F Molecule?
The implication of a key cytoskeletal protein in LR patterning of
both molluscan and vertebrate embryos is consistent with a
view of asymmetry as a highly conserved, ancient property in
which diverse body plans leverage asymmetry from the same
intracellular chiral elements. Bilaterian LR asymmetry may be
dependent upon thephysicalorientationof theactin cytoskeleton,
which, by exerting mechanical stresses on the cell, results in heli-
cal rotation [6, 7].Whilemultiple elements potentially contribute to
the establishment of this asymmetry, formins may have pivotal
roles in coordinating functions that depend upon both the actin
and microtubule cytoskeleton [7, 30, 33, 34]. Pond snails are
now an experimentally tractable, comparative model in which to
integrate understanding of the action of downstream patterning
genes, such as nodal, and the dynamics of cellular interaction
and movement in the embryo to generate handedness.
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Figure S1. Related to Figure 1. Using fibre FISH on BACs that bound the chirality locus to infer
orientation.
The gap between the hybridisation signal from BAC clones containing loci rad4 (BACs red6F, 129 kb; green4A,
110 kb; red3E (colour green, 112 kb) and rad5 (blue2D, 97 kb) is at least 4 to 5 times the length of a BAC clone,
confirming that previously reported. In the lower parts of both (A) and (B), the red and green BACs have been
shifted for clarity.

Figure S2. Related to Figure 1. Molecular phylogenies and networks
(A) Maximum likelihood phylogeny of FH2 protein domain sequences from animals. Ldia1 and Ldia2 cluster
with diaphanous-related proteins from other taxa, including human and mouse. This classification is further
supported by the observation that both Ldia1 and Ldia2 genes have a GTPase-binding domain (GBD; interacts
with Rho-GTPases), FH3, FH1, and FH2 domains, and a diaphanous autoregulatory domain (DAD; interacts
with the GBD domain). Phylogeny based on 319 amino acid positions after gaps removed; LG model, invariant
sites (I) and rate variation amongst sites (G), using PhyML 3.1, with bootstrap support shown.
(B). Maximum likelihood phylogeny of FH2 domain DNA sequences from molluscs. Lymnaea, Pomacea,
Crassostrea and Crepidula all have duplicated formin genes. As in the rRNA phylogeny (C), Lymnaea and
Physa cluster together, however the support for this relationship is low (61% ML bootstraps; P=0.96 Bayesian
posterior probability). The relatively long branch for Ldia2 relative to Ldia1 may reflect the fact that Ldia2 is
probably the derived copy of the gene. Phylogeny based on alignment of ~1280 bp; GTR model, invariant sites
(I) and rate variation amongst sites (G), using PhyML 3.1 with bootstrap support shown, alongside Bayesian
posterior probability for the same branches. Taxa with substantial missing data are shown with a dotted line.
(C) Maximum likelihood phylogeny showing the relationships, and thus evolution of chirality, within the
monophyletic Hygrophilid clade. Dextral and sinistral families show in blue and red, respectively. The
phylogeny shows, with good support (97% ML bootstraps; P=1 Bayesian posterior probability), that the
Lymnaeidae and Physidae are sister groups. Either sinistrality evolved on two separate occasions, or else once
with the ancestral Lymnaeid reverting to dextrality. Phylogeny based on concatenated 18S and 28S rRNA
sequences; TIM3 model, invariant sites (I) and rate variation amongst sites (G) model, using PhyML 3.1, with
bootstrap support >70% shown, alongside Bayesian posterior probability for the same branches. Broken lines
indicate some missing data for that taxon.
(D) Maximum likelihood phylogeny showing a lack of association between variation in formin gene intron
sequence and chirality in Euhadra snails. Phylogeny based on ~640 bp intron sequence from diaphanous-related
formin; TPM1uf and rate variation amongst sites (G) model, using PhyML 3.1, with bootstrap support >70%
shown, alongside Bayesian support (>0.95) for the same branches. Dextral and sinistral species show in blue
and red, respectively.
(E) Network showing relationship showing a lack of association between variation in formin gene intron
sequence and chirality in Partula snails. NeighbourNet network based on matrix of uncorrected p-distances.
Key: dark blue, genetically dextral; light blue, genetically dextral or heterozygote; dark red, genetically sinistral;
light red, genetically sinistral or heterozygote; C, captive individual; W, wild individual.

Figure S3. Related to Figure 1; Expression of genes in the early embryo.
(A) Boxplots showing normalised relative quantities (NRQ) of qRT-PCR assays of maternal transcripts in single
cell embryos, from dextral homozygote (DD), dextral heterozygote (Dd) and sinistral recessive homozygote (dd)
individuals. Significant comparisons were Ldia2 UTR, DD vs dd (P=0.002), DD vs Dd (P=0.004), Dd vs dd
(P=0.004); Ldia2 ORF, DD vs dd (P=0.002), DD vs Dd (P=0.004), Dd vs dd (P=0.004); Larp2/3 su1a, Dd vs
dd (P=0.03); Larp2/3 su3, DD vs Dd (P=0.009), Dd vs dd (P=0.030). Values relative to a DD calibrator sample
and normalised to three endogenous control genes. No significant differences in expression were detected for
Lmfsd, Lprcp and Ltud (not shown).
(B) Whole mount in situ images, showing expression of genes in dextral and sinistral L. stagnalis embryos. In
dextral embryos, Ldia showed strongly asymmetric in expression in both 2 cell and 4 cell embryos. In
comparison, expression of Ldia in sinistral embryos showed more generalised, less obviously asymmetric
staining and considerably more variation between individuals. In dextrals and sinistrals, Lfry sometimes showed
an asymmetric pattern, albeit less striking when compared with Ldia, and with more variation between
individuals. Note: due to high sequence identity, the formin probe was reactive against both Ldia1 and Ldia2.

Figure S4. Related to Figure 4. Organ situs for treated Xenopus tadpoles at Stage 45
(A) Examples of organ situs for experimental microinjection with wild type mouse dia1 mRNA. The control
shows a wild-type (situs solitus) tadpole, ventral view, demonstrating the normal arrangement of the stomach
(yellow arrowhead), heart apex (red arrowhead), and gall bladder (green arrowhead). Heterotaxic tadpoles
(ventral view) resulting from diaphanous overexpression show reversal of all three organs, i.e. situs inversus, the
gut position and looping and gall bladder, or just the heart.
(B) Examples of organ situs for experimental treatment with CK-666. Full length images of tadpoles
demonstrate that tadpoles look otherwise normal in terms of correct dorsal-ventral axis formation.
Genotypes of anonymousmarkers*
Snail ID rad7 rad4 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 b12 b13 b14 b15 b16 rad5
(A) SINISTRALS Chirality genotype
(inferred from offspring) Non-recombined haplotype
1S6 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
245 dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb
270 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
291 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb
303 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
310 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
338 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
397 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
472 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
514 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
583 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
602 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
618 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
650 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
815 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
958 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
982 dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb
989 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb
1016 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
1021 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
1351 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
1726 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
1740 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
2021 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
2302 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
2352 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
2371 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb
2548 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
2561 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb
2592 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
2595 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
2597 dd Bb Bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb
3046 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3216 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3349 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3358 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3465 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb Bb
3535 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3536 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3538 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3541 dd bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3563 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
3579 dd bb bb bb bb bb Bb
(B) DEXTRALS Chirality genotype
(inferred from offspring and genotype)
669 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb
768 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb
843 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb
1209 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb bb bb
1282 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb
1902 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb
1910 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb
1931 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb
2236 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb
2804 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb
2827 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb bb
2996 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb
3211 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb
3399 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb bb
(C) DEXTRALS Chirality genotype
(non-informative) (inferred from offspring and genotype)
3402 DD BB BB BB BB Bb
3D8 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb
757 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB
840 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB BB BB BB
1053 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb
1148 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb
1220 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb
1235 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB BB BB BB
1793† DD/Dd BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
1967 Dd BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb
1970 DD BB BB BB Bb BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb
2104 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb B BB BB BB
2179 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb B BB BB BB
2222† DD/Dd BB BB BB B BB Bb Bb
2270 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb
2407 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB BB BB BB
2446 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB BB BB BB
2784 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb b Bb Bb Bb BB BB BB
2797 DD BB BB BB BB B BB BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb Bb
2830 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB BB BB BB
2862 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB
2906 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb
2992 DD BB BB BB BB BB BB BB Bb
2999 DD Bb Bb BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB BB
3150 Dd Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB
Table S1. Related to Figure 1. Individuals used to fine map the chirality locus, D, and their genotypes.
Anonymous tags are shown according to their physical order on the snail chromosome; genotype name is
arbitrary, but case corresponds to the same as chirality genotype. Three types of snail were used in the mapping:
(A) Sinistral snails were always informative because the chirality genotype (dd) is certain, and so the relative
position can be mapped.
(B) Only some dextrals were informative, specifically those individuals which inherited a sinistral-derived
chromosome and another that was recombinant between rad4 and rad5. They were useful (especially snail 1209)
because the chirality gene D must be outwith the region that is otherwise homozygote.
(C) The remaining dextrals are not useful for mapping, because it is unknown if their chirality genotype is DD
or Dd.
† indicates individual not included in count for Figure 1, because breakpoint not finely mapped. Dotted line
indicates extent of non-recombined haplotype (must contain the chirality mutation). Grey shading indicates
location of putative recombination break point.
Table S2. Related to Figure 2. Effect of inhibitors on development of embryos to 8-cell stage.
SMIFH2 (100 µM) CK-666 (100µM)
Time of treatment (mins) 0 10 30 45 60 ctrl 0 10 30 45 60 ctrl
Number of embryos 274 322 170 111 76 219 196 155 147 131 113 190
Number of treatments 7 6 3 3 3 11 6 7 6 5 5 5
EƵŵďĞƌƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚƐш ?ĞŵďƌǇŽƐ
developed to 8 cell 6 6 3 3 3 11 3 4 5 5 5 5
Across treatments:
Percent developed to 8 cell 26.1 65.6 72.5 84.6 88.0 95.3 32.5 46.1 61.1 100 99.2 99.4
S.E. 12.6 12.7 22.8 15.4 12.0 2.6 16.7 18.1 14.4 0 0.8 0.6
Mean angle of rotation 14.1 19.5 27.0 35.8 39.4 37.1 20.5 26.0 27.3 31.0 31.9 32.7
S.E. 2.5 1.6 1.3 2.2 1.0 1.3 1.9 1.1 0.8 1.9 3.3 2.1
Percent neutral embryos 28.9 19.5 4.8 0 0 0 7.4 0 1.2 0 2.7 0
S.E. 7.0 3.7 2.2 0 0 0 5.7 0 1.2 0 1.9 0
Percent neutral micromeres 43.4 41.5 19.8 2.8 1.0 1.4 21.6 8.8 11.6 8.1 5.8 4.4
S.E. 4.4 3.3 3.0 1.4 0.5 0.5 6.0 3.3 3.2 2.1 2.6 1.1
Table S3. Related to Figure 4. Organ heterotaxia for frog embryo treatments.
NF Stages refers to developmental stages identified in the Normal Table of XenopusGHYHORSPHQW>6@ȋ2 for
randomization is calculated relative to untreated control embryos.
Treatment Uninjected DMSO CK666 SMIFH2
 ? ?ʅD  ? ?ʅD  ? ?ʅD  ? ?ʅD
NF Stages All 1-6 8-14 19-21 1-6 8-14 19-21 1-6 8-14 19-21 1-6 8-14 19-21 1-6 8-14 19-21
% heterotaxia 1 2 0 3 0 2 17 7 3 16 4 0 0 13 4 12
N 755 354 333 312 64 126 109 205 413 355 71 55 108 345 277 128
ɍ 2 for randomization 1 0.132 0.233 < 0.001 0.439 0.439 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.111 0.323 0.166 < 0.0010.018 < 0.001
Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Source of animals, crosses and husbandry
Although the snail family Lymnaeidae is predominantly dextral, sinistrality has been observed in four species
[S2, S3, S4, S5]. The first experiments on chirality in Lymnaea were originally carried out using sinistral L.
peregra [S2], but this strain is no longer in culture. Recent work [S6, S7] has therefore all been carried out using
sinistral L. stagnalis, which all ultimately derive from the same source [S5]. In our experiments, dextral L.
stagnalis were originally removed from a pond within the University Park, University of Nottingham, with
snails being maintained as previously described [S8]. For the majority of the experiments (e.g. qRT-PCR; drug
treatments), we used near-isogenic lines (>99%) of sinistrals and dextrals, created by repeated backcrossing
[S9], with the exception of heterozygote snails used in the qRT-PCR experiments, which were hybrids produced
by crossing the near-isogenic lines (phenotypically sinistral snails that produce dextral offspring are genetically
Dd).
We also used two other chirally variable snail genera, to test associations between candidate genes and
chirality. Land snails of the genus Euhadra vary both within and between species. Although the genetics of
chirality is not known, because Euhadra of opposite chirality are unable to mate [S10], we were able to infer
chiral genotype from the geographic distribution of the different species and populations. Partula are another
chirally variable genus, originally found across Polynesia but now endangered. We used frozen material of this
genus, as well as specimens donated by Edinburgh Zoo. In P. suturalis, sinistral is dominant to dextral [S11].
For Xenopus laevis, this study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The protocol was
approved by Tufts University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Tufts IACUC protocol #M2014-
79). Xenopus embryos were collected and maintained according to standard protocols [S12] in 0.1 x Modified
Marc’s Ringers (MMR), pH 7.8, and staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber [S1].
BAC library screening, BAC walking and fluorescent in situ hybridisation
As previously described [S9], a ~10-fold coverage BAC library was constructed in the vector pIndigoBAC-5 by
Bio S&T Inc. (Montreal, Canada), using as starting material a mixture of DD, Dd and dd snails. To isolate
BACs, PCR amplicons were designed and tested in the laboratory, then were used by Bio S&T Inc for bulk PCR
identification of clones. Inserts were isolated from BAC DNA by digestion with NotI and sized using pulse field
gel electrophoresis. Large scale DNA preparations of positive clones were then prepared using the QIAGEN
Large Construct kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. BAC ends were sequenced using BigDye
version 3.1 and the T7 primer TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG (FP1 end) and pIndigoBAC-5
TACGCCAAGCTATTTAGGTGAGA (RP2 end). Further information on the FISH method was described
previously [S9].
In the first round of the BAC walk (#1) pairs of BACs were isolated corresponding to RAD-seq derived
markers rad4 (BACs red6F, red8H), rad5 (blue2D, blue10A) and rad7 (green1A, green12D) (three of these
clones were described previously [S9]). Thereafter, in an attempt to minimise the number of steps, we walked
from locus rad4, because we detected relatively few recombinants between rad4 and D, compared with between
rad5 and D. PCR amplicons were designed from each BAC-end of red6F and red8H sequence and the non-
overlapping ends identified. As the orientation of non-overlapping BAC ends was not known, the next walk (#2)
was conducted from both extreme ends (red6F RP2, red8H FP1) as well as including a further internal amplicon
(red6F FP1). From this, six further BAC clones were identified: from red6F RP2 (green4A and green5F); from
red8H FP1 (red3E and red11F); from red6f FP1 (blue8G, blue12F).
To inform the direction of the BAC walk, and the approximate number of steps that might be necessary
to cover the region, fibre-FISH was carried out using adult snail ovotestis, liver tissue and albumen gland as a
source of chromosomes, as previously described in detail [S9]. Although few intact fibre-FISH images were
obtained, most likely because of the relatively great distance between the BACs, the gap between rad4 and rad5
was estimated to be ~0.4 Mb; the direction of the walk was informed by a 3-colour image, using green4A/red6F
and red3E/red6F (all on or adjacent to rad4) versus blue2D (over rad5) (Figure S1). This was also corroborated
by identifying a single recombination break-point between the rad4 marker and red3E RP2 (Table S1). This
showed that red3E RP2 was the most appropriate BAC end for the next walk.
Subsequent rounds of BAC walking were made considerably simpler because of the known orientation.
Green12H/red10B were isolated (#3), then green4F/red9G (#4), yellow10G/white9F (#5), yellow2B/blue3G
(#6), green11A (#7), white7E/yellow5F (#8), blue10B/red7F (#9), and white10A/red3A (#10). We also
attempted to walk from rad5, recovering BACs yellow3C/red9F (#11) and yellow11H/white8C (#12).
Despite the apparent proximity of the marker rad4 to D, as inferred by recombination, we did not
bridge the gap between D and rad5. Fortunately, bridging the gap was ultimately unnecessary, as the ten walks
from rad4 spanned the whole of the non-recombined haplotype, and thus the region that must contain the
mutation (Table S1; physically, D is closer to rad5 than rad4, but separated by a warm spot of recombination
and an unbridged gap).
Fine mapping
Previously, we used a large cross to identify offspring that showed evidence of recombination between rad4 and
rad5 [S9]. These individuals were used to map recombination break points across the D-containing region, and
ultimately, to identify the non-recombined haplotype that must contain the mutation. The majority of markers
used were derived from BAC-end Sanger sequences. First, for each BAC end, sequence polymorphism between
the sinistral and dextral haplotypes was identified. Then, by designing an appropriate assay using SNPS2CAPS
[S13] or using a convenient length polymorphism, we screened the potential recombinant individuals for up to
16 markers between rad4 and rad5. Of these markers, the most informative in terms of mapping recombination
breakpoints (shown in Figure 1) were b1 (F: GGGAGATTAAACACGCGGTA; R:
AAAAAGGGGCTCGGTCTAAA; 635 bp product; BtgI digest), b3 (F: ATGGCAAAAGGACAACAACC; R:
TTCTCTTGGCACAGTCAACG; 460 bp; indel), b6 (F: GATTTCATATTGCGCGTGAG; R:
AAAAGGTTGCGTGAAACTGC; 420 bp; NlaIII), b7 (F: TTGCTGCCCTTATTAAGTTTCC; R:
CTGGTCACAAGTGAGCAATTC; 407 bp; indel), b8 (F: YGGRCCAACATTTATTTYCGTTAC; R:
GTCATGGAMATGGTGCAGAG; 310 bp; indel), b11 (F: TTCCTTGGCTTCTTTTGCTC; R:
TGTTTCCAGCAATCCTTTTG; 305 bp; reverse primer sequence), b12 (F: GTGTCCTCATTTTCCMATCC;
R: AGYCACGTAGGCTGTGAAAC; 170 bp; StuI), b13 (F: TTATGTTCATAAAGCGCATACAAG; R:
CAATTTCAACTTTGTGAATTGGAG; 440 bp; XbaI). Eight other markers were also used: b2 (F:
CCAAATTTAAAACCGTCTCATCC; R: CCACCCAAACACCCATACAG; 401 bp; BamHI), b4 (F:
ACCAAATGCTGGGAAACAAG; R: GGTCCAGTACATGCAACACG; 454 bp; reverse primer sequence), b5
(F: CCCGTGAAAACTAAAACGATG; R: ATAGGTGCGAGGCRCTTTTG; 684 bp; BstEII), b9 (F:
ACTTAATCAGAAACATCCGTGTC; R: ACGTGCCATGTGATTTTAGC; 430 bp; HindIII), b10 (F:
GGCATATTTAGATGCATAGTCAAGG; R: CATCAGTCATGCCAGGTATTG; 402 bp; Bsp1286I), b14 (F:
AACCGGAACCACAGACTGAC; R: CGTCCACATCGGACGTAAC; 607 bp; DdeI), b15 (F:
TGACTGTCAAGCCACCATTG; R: GCTGCAGTAGGATGCTAACAAG; 413 bp; reverse primer sequence),
and b16 (F: AATTTAATTGGAGTGAATAATTGAGTG; R: AACCTTTGTTAACTTACYGGAATCG; 370
bp; HpyCH4IV).
Genome and BAC sequencing, assembly and variant calling
Two paired-end (200 and 400 bases insert size; 165,943,096 and 101,468,245 base pairs) and two mate-pair
libraries (2,800 and 4,500 bases insert size; 66,964,771 and 71,182,903 base pairs) were generated with Illumina
sequencing. Adapters were removed with Cutadapt [S14] and low quality bases were trimmed with
Trimmomatic [S15]. The trimmed reads were error corrected with Quake [S16]. Reads were assembled using
SOAPdenovo2 [S17] with a kmer size of 61 bases. Gaps were filled post-assembly with Gapcloser [S17]. The
genome was assembled in 997,095,996 bases in 148,229 scaffolds with an N50 of 44,738 bases.
To assemble BAC sequences, paired-reads were merged with PEAR [S18]. Adapters were removed
with Cutadapt and low quality bases were trimmed with Trimmomatic. Reads were mapped to E. coli and vector
with Bowtie2 [S19] and removed. BACs with high read coverage were subsampled so that each BAC will have
almost the same read coverage. All reads were pooled together and were assembled with SPAdes [S20] using
also the mate pair information from whole genome sequencing libraries. Low coverage scaffolds were identified
as mis-assemblies and were removed.
For the BAC annotation, the MAKER2 [S21] predictions were used to train Augustus [S22] and the
species-specific generated config files were used in Augustus to predict genes in the BAC regions. Genes with
BLAST similarity to NCBI nr database or with Pfam domains were retained. To call BAC variants, the four
libraries from whole genome sequencing and all the reads from the BACs were mapped to the BACs assembly
with Bowtie2. Samtools package [S23] was used to remove duplicates and index the BAM file. Variants were
detected using Freebayes [S24]. Protein-coding genes were predicted in the region of interest using the config
files from Augustus which were generated for L. stagnalis during genome annotation. In addition, the formin
genes were identified in the region, by using Exonerate [S25] to align the transcript to the scaffold. In addition
to formin, four other genes were identified in the same region and functional annotation was attributed based on
similarity to known proteins using BLAST. Bedtools [S26] package was used to identify polymorphisms in
exonic regions and each polymorphism was visually inspected in Tablet [S27] for confirmation.
cDNA synthesis
We used the Clontech SMARTer RACE 5'/3' and Advantage 2 PCR kits to obtain the full-length or near full-
length sequence of RNA transcripts of both Ldia1 and Ldia2 (Genbank KU341302- KU341305), following the
protocol according to the manufacturer’s instructions. As the sequences Ldia1 and Ldia2 are similar, we tried to
design gene-specific primers. To clone the UTRs, the primers used for Ldia1 were candA-N
(GAGTGGAGCCTTCTTTTCTTCAGTGAGG) for the 5' UTR and candA-C
(AGAGAGATGGTGGGAAAAGACGTACGCC) for the 3' UTR. For Ldia2, the primers were paraB-N
(TCCATCCTTTGATCTGAGCGGTGCCTTCT) for the 5' UTR and paraB-C
(AGGCGAACACCCAGGGCTGCAGGAGAC) for the 3' UTR. As well as the standard M13F and M13R
primers, a series of internal primers were also necessary to sequence the full length cDNAs, including Ldia_int1
(ACCACACACTGTTAAACCTTCC), Ldia_int2 (CAGTCAGTGCGTTGTCTAGC), Ldia_int3
TGAGGCTGTTCGTTTGTTGG, Ldia_int4 (TTGAAGACCCTGGAGAGATC), Ldia_int5
(TGTTGTCCTGACTCTTTGTC), Ldia_int6 (GGGTCATCCAATGTTGCC), Ldia_int7
(CAGTTGAGTCAACTCCAGCTC), For_Uni_F and For_UniR1b (both below). For Sanger sequencing, these
primers worked on both Ldia1 and Ldia2 amplicons. The cDNAs for Ldia1 and Ldia2 were ~4.6 kb and 6.4 kb
respectively, of which ~3.2 kb is coding sequence.
To investigate putative associations between diaphanous-related formins and chirality in other snail
species, we first mined the databases to produce an alignment of mollusc dia gene sequences, also including
annelid (Capitella telata) and human sequences (Homo sapiens). Degenerate primers were designed in the
conserved FH2 domain region, where the forward primer For_Uni_F was TGGHTCCAGAAAYGCACAGTC
and the reverse was For_Uni_R1b TAAACGCYGARCCAGTYTTY, using an internal primer For_Uni_R1a
CYGARCCAGTYTTYARAGCTTC for a second round of PCR, followed by Sanger sequencing.
Approximately 670 bp of the dia cDNA was isolated from Biomphalaria glabrata, Physa acuta, Euhadra
senckenbergiana and Partula mooreana (Genbank KU341298- KU341301).
Based on the initial derived sequences (above), we subsequently designed species specific intron-
spanning primers. For the genus Euhadra, Euhfor_F1 GTTGGCTTTGATGTCAGCTTC and Euhfor_R1
AGCTGCCTTATCCACATGG amplified ~170 bp of dia coding sequence plus an intron of variable size, ~600
bp in most, but ~1.6 kb for E. grata (Genbank KU341262-KU341297). For the genus Partula, Parfor_F1
ATCGGTTTTGACATCAGCTTTT and Parfor_R1 AGCAGCCTTATCCACATGAAT amplified ~800 bp
fragment, including ~70 bp of dia coding sequence and an intron (Genbank KU341240-KU341261).
Candidate genes
Recombination break point analysis was used to determine that the chirality locus, if not also the gene, must be
contained between markers b6 and b12 (Figure 1b). The region between these two markers contains six genes:
1. Lysosomal pro-x carboxypeptidase, Lprcp, 439 amino acids, three synonymous changes and zero non-
synonymous changes between the dextral and sinistral haplotypes.
2. Furry, Lfry, 3148 amino acids, four synonymous changes and one non-synonymous change (E3082G)
between the dextral and sinistral haplotypes.
3. A major facilitator superfamily domain-containing protein, Lmfsd, 611 amino acids, zero synonymous
changes and one non-synonymous change between the dextral and sinistral haplotypes (T432S).
4. A tudor domain-containing protein, Ltud, 796 amino acids, two synonymous changes and six non-
synonymous changes (Y119N, A307G, D327E, M367N, L375P, L503I) between the dextral and
sinistral haplotypes.
5. A diaphanous-related formin, Ldia1, 1101 amino acids, two synonymous changes and zero non-
synonymous changes between the dextral and sinistral haplotypes.
6. A diaphanous-related formin, Ldia2, 1047 amino acids, five synonymous changes, one non-
synonymous change (D211E) and a 1 bp frame shift (L19X) between the dextral and sinistral
haplotypes.
While formal proof of function is lacking, at least in snails, there is compelling evidence that Ldia2 is a
chirality-determining gene. First, the frameshift mutation, combined with a corresponding lack of transcripts in
single cell embryos (see Figure 1 and qRT-PCR section below), is congruent with both maternal expression of
the trait and dextral dominance. Second, while previous experiments [S7] have shown a general effect of actin
disassembly upon chirality (e.g. using nocodazole), we showed that application of a specific formin-inhibiting
drug mimics the sinistral phenotype (Figure 2). Differences in effect between the SMIFH2 application and the
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mutation are likely due to the wider action of the drug (against all FH2 domain proteins – e.g. Inf, Fhod,
Daam are all present in the draft genome sequence) and also incomplete penetrance of the drug into the embryo.
As corroborating evidence, the general involvement of a cytoskeletal gene in determining asymmetry is
expected [S28, S29]; more specifically, the tandem duplication of the formin is congruent with an earlier
prediction that the locus (in L. peregra) is made up of more than one component or copy [32]. Finally, there is a
suggestion that the ancestral Lymnaeid might have been sinistral (Figure S2c) – it makes sense that if gene
duplication enabled the ancestral Lymnaeid to become dextral, then a frameshift mutation in the derived copy
might make them sinistral again.
In comparison, the evidence for other candidate genes is lacking. Ldia1 does not have any coding
sequence changes between the dextral and sinistral haplotype, nor any differences in expression (Figure 1). Lfry
is perhaps the next best candidate, since furry-like genes are microtubule-associated proteins, involved in the
control of chromosome alignment, spindle organization and other activities associated with mitosis [S30]. One
amino acid difference was discovered between the dextral and sinistral-derived versions of this long protein.
This change is not likely to be disabling, so is incongruent with the sinistral phenotype. In addition, no
differences in Lfry expression were discovered between dextrals and sinistrals (see below). Lysosomal pro-x
carboxypeptidase proteins cleave C-terminal amino acids linked to proline in peptides such as angiotension.
There are no amino acid changes between the dextral and sinistral-derived versions of Lprcp and no differences
in maternal expression were discovered. Except for the short tudor domain (~50 amino acids; sometimes found
in proteins that localise with ribonucleoprotein or single-strand DNA-associated complexes in the nucleus, in the
mitochondrial membrane, or at kinetochores), the function of Ltud is not clear. Originally, it was thought that
tudor domains might function in RNA metabolism, but it has more recently been proposed that tudor domain
bind proteins with methylated amino acids, performing functions in mechanisms as diverse as snRNP
metabolism or sensing of DNA double strand breaks [S31, S32]. In L. stagnalis, Ltud may be rapidly evolving,
and possibly under selection, showing two synonymous changes versus six non-synonymous changes between
haplotypes. In comparison with the B. glabrata homologue, these changes are all in highly variable (and
frequently unalignable) parts of the gene. No differences in maternal expression were discovered. Major
facilitator superfamily domain-containing proteins are involved in transmembrane transport of specific
molecules. Only one amino acid change was discovered between the different versions of Lmfsd on each
chromosome. No differences in maternal expression were discovered.
While the evidence is strong that the Ldia2 is the chirality-determining gene, the chirality-region
synteny between Capitella (Annelida) and Lymnaea (Mollusca) may be of functional significance. Perhaps cis-
acting epistasis between two or more of the genes in this region has acted against occasional translocation events
(Ldia, Lfry and Ltud – all involved in some aspect of mitosis?). Certainly, given that approximately half of
sinistral embryos fail to hatch [S33, S34], there must be strong selection for any compensatory mutations,
especially in genes that are linked to the causative gene.
qRT–PCR
Single-cell embryos of individual self-fertilised mothers were decapsulated and stored in RNAlater solution
(Ambion) at 4°C. Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen), yielding approximately 0.5ng
total RNA per embryo. qRT-PCR was used to compare mRNA expression in single cell embryos derived from
both sinistral, dextral and heterozygote mothers. The general strategy was to investigate the six candidate genes
within the non-recombined haplotype (e.g. Ldia1, Ldia2, Lfry, Lmfsd, Lprcp, Ltud), a gene outside of the non-
recombined haplotype (e.g. a FAT-like cadherin, Lfat), alongside several other control genes, some of which are
involved in the assembly of the actin cytoskeleton (e.g. Larp2/3 subunits 1a and 3). Primers used were: Ldia1 3’
UTR (F: AGTGGTGTGGGCAAAAGATG; R: TATTCTGTTGATGCACGGCC), Ldia2 3’ UTR (F:
GGGAGTTCAAGTTCAAGCCTATC; R: GGCAAGCTACGACTCTTCTC), Ldia2 ORF (F:
GGGTGACAATGAAGTGGACC; R: ACATGCATCTGTAACATCTGCC), Lfry (F:
ACTTACCCTGCTCAAATGCC; R: ATGTTTCTTGTGCTGCCGTC), Lmfsd (F:
TGTCCTCACTGTGGCCTTTC; R: CAAACACAGGTGAAGCTGCC), Lprcp (F:
AACTACCCTTACCCAGCGTC; R: GCTGCAAGTAGTGGTTTCCC), Ltud (F:
TGGAGCTCAGTTTCCATTGGG; R: TTGGCCAGGCAAGTATCTCC), Lfat (F:
TGCCCATGTTGCTAAGTTCAG; R: CCTCTATCCCAGTTCGACGG), Larp2/3 su 1a (F:
CTGAAAATAGCCTTGTTGCAGC; R: CCAGACTCCTTTTCCTGGGAC), Larp2/3 su 3 (F:
AGCCAGCTAACAAGGGAGAAG; R: AGCATAGCCACCATTTGCTTG). Normalising control genes were
Lhis2a (histone 2A; F: TCAGAGGAGATGAGGAGTTGG; R: CCCCAAGTTATGCTGCCTTC), Lube2
(ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2; F: GCGGATCCTCTTGCAATCTT; R:
TCTGTGGACTGCATATCACTCT) and Lyhwaz (14-3-3 protein zeta; F:
GGAGGAGCTGAAGTCAATATGC; R: AGTCACCCTGCATTTTGAGG). Genes that have been frequently
used by others as normalising controls, but which are involved in cytoskeletal processes (e.g. actin), were
avoided.
All real-time quantitative PCR reactions were performed using SYBR green master mix and the
Applied BiosystemsTM 7500 Real Time PCR System. cDNA sequence-specific primers were designed in-house
and primer efficiencies were estimated from a minimum of two successful standard curve experiments. Primer
specificity has supported by the presence of discrete temperature melt curves and additional gel electrophoresis
and Sanger sequencing of cDNA amplified products. Normalised relative quantities (NRQs) were calculated for
all experiments [S35], calibrated to a DD individual and normalised to three endogenous control genes, which
had been verified as most stable within each tissue via geNorm [S36], NormFinder [S37], and BestKeeper
[S38]. Significant differential gene expression was determined using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test,
available in the standard R package.
Boxplots (Figure S3a) show normalised relative quantities (NRQ; logarithmic scale) of qRT-PCR
assays of transcripts from five genes, using RNA from single cell embryos (n=17; 6 DD, 5 Dd, 6 dd). As the
coding sequence of Ldia2 is very similar to Ldia1, assays were designed for both the 3’ untranslated region
(UTR), to ensure primer specificity, and also the open reading frame (ORF). Overall there were very large and
significant differences in expression of Ldia2 between dextral, sinistral and heterozygote embryos (Figure 1;
Figure S3a). No significant differences in expression were discovered for any of the other five candidate genes,
Ldia1, Lfry, Lmfsd, Lprcp, and Ltud. Small but significant differences in expression were also detected in some
Larp2/3 comparisons. As Larp2/3 is not a candidate gene, the biological significance of these differences, if
any, is not clear.
Whole mount in situ hybridisation
We examined the spatial expression of mRNAs in early L. stagnalis embryos, using whole mount in situ
hybridization (WMISH). The following is a summary of the protocol, described previously [S39, S40]. Freshly
deposited egg strings were carefully collected from the walls of aquaria maintained at 23°C. Egg capsules were
removed from the egg string, and as much of the jelly material removed as possible from each capsule by
pushing them across a paper towel using featherweight forceps. Egg capsules were then transferred into a
sealable tube that provided 10 times the volume of collected egg capsules. As much liquid as possible was
aspirated from the tube and replaced with a 10 fold volume of 3.7% formaldehyde in 1 x PBS. Egg capsules
were gently agitated in fixative at room temperature for 2 hours, and then washed three times for 5 minutes each
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[S40]). This can also be achieved manually using fine forceps. Decapsulated embryos and larvae were then
collected using a micropipette, and stepped into hybridisation buffer and allowed to pre-hybridise for 30 minutes
at 55°C in 1.5 mL tubes. During this time dilutions of ribo-probes were prepared in hybridisation buffer. All
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heated to 75°C for 10 minutes, and then hybridised at 55°C for 1-2 days. During this time tubes were
occasionally gently agitated.
We used a liquid handling robot for the following wash steps (InsituPro VSi), however these can also
easily be done manually. In this case, embryos and larvae should be kept in the 1.5 mL tubes they were
hybridized in. All subsequent solution exchanges are aspirated and added with a P1000 pipette. When performed
manually, each of the following washes should employ 1 mL of each solution. The 4 x, 2 x and 1 x wash
solutions were pre-warmed to 55°C. Samples were washed three times in 4 x wash buffer, three times in 2 x
wash buffer, and three times in 1 x wash buffer for 15 min each at 55°C. Samples were then washed once with 1
x SSC + 0.1% Tween at 55°C, and then allowed to cool to room temperature. All samples were then washed
twice in 1 x SSC + 0.1% Tween for 15 min at room temperature, and then stepped into Maleic Acid Buffer
(MAB) with two 10 minute washes. The MAB solution was then replaced with block solution and incubated for
1.5 hours. The block solution was then exchanged for anti-DIG antibody solution (1:10,000 dilution of the
antibody in block solution) and incubated for 12 hours (overnight) at room temperature with gentle agitation.
The antibody solution was then aspirated and samples were washed 15 times with PBTw for 10 min
each. PBTw was then replaced with 1 x Alkaline Phosphatase Buffer (AP) and the samples incubated for 10
min. Samples were then transferred into a well of a 12-well tissue culture dish, and the 1 x AP solution replaced
with staining solution, and the development of the colour reaction was monitored. Colour development was
stopped by replacing the staining solution with two exchanges of PBTw. Samples were post-fixed in 3.7%
formaldehyde in PBTw and agitated for 30 min at room temperature (this was also done overnight). The fixative
was washed out with 3 washes of PBT, and the samples washed 3 times at 50°C in de-ionized water to remove
all residual salts before being dehydrated through an ethanol series. Samples were then mounted in benzyl
benzoate: benzyl alcohol (BB:BA) and mounted for photo-documentation using a Zeiss Axio Imager with DIC
optics. Images were cropped using Adobe Photoshop and arranged using Adobe Illustrator.
Previously, we validated the general WMISH protocol, by confirming the maternal expression of a
variety of L. stagnalis gene transcripts [S41]. To validate the maternal expression of the Ldia and the main other
candidate gene, Lfry, we prepared a riboprobe based on knowledge of the full length cDNA transcript sequences
– unfortunately, it was not possible to generate a probe specific to Ldia2, because of cross-reactivity of the
probe to Ldia1 (sequence similarity is ~90%).
The expectation was that transcripts would be distributed more or less equally between the four
macromeres, as the existing dogma is that the four macromeres that are formed from the first two cleavages are
indistinguishable, until contact between the third quartet of micromeres (fifth/sixth cleavage) induces one of the
macromeres to become the future D blastomere, ultimately serving as an organiser of the dorso-ventral axis
[S42, S43, S44]. Surprisingly, however, we found that while formin mRNA is distributed more or less evenly
throughout the single cell dextral embryo, by the two cell stage it is mostly confined to one of the two
macromeres, and by the four cell stage is mostly present in only one of the four macromeres (Figure 1d and
S3b). In comparison, in sinistral embryos, formin staining was more variable and less obviously asymmetric.
The staining of Lfry transcripts was not consistent and showed considerably more variation (Figure S3b).
These results therefore imply that the existing model of D quadrant specification in equal cleaving
molluscs is incorrect, as individual macromeres have an identity at the four cell stage. However, while this is an
interesting and exciting discovery, considerable further work will be necessary to reconcile this new data with
the existing model of D quadrant specification. Moreover, it is not possible to know at this stage whether the
asymmetric expression of RNA at the 4 cell stage is at all related to the chiral twist that takes place during the
third cleavage. Indeed, the model does not require that an F-molecule is distributed asymmetrically. In the case
of L. stagnalis, we need to know if the embryo is relying upon pre-existing formin protein to direct the chiral
twist, or whether protein synthesis in the early embryo is involved.
Pharmacology – pond snails
We used a small molecule inhibitor of formin homology 2 domains (SMIFH2) to inhibit formin-guided actin
assembly [S45]. As the name suggests, SMIFH2 targets the conserved FH2 domain, preventing both formin
nucleation and processive barbed end elongation, and is of proven wide effect, being functional in yeast,
nematode, mouse [S45] and Arabidopsis [S46]. As a comparison and control treatment, we used CK-666 (of
effect in humans, mouse and yeast [S47]), an inhibitor of Arp2/3-complex mediated actin assembly. This drug is
believed to act by targeting an opening between Arp2 and Arp3, preventing the complex from shifting into an
active conformation [S48]. Critically, low micromolar concentrations of SMIFH2 disrupt formin-dependent, but
not Arp2/3 complex-dependent, actin cytoskeletal structures [S45] – SMIFH2 is largely independent in its effect
upon actin chain assembly.
We focussed efforts on understanding the effect of these drugs on the chiral twist that takes place
during the 4 to 8-cell transition. Fresh embryos were dissected out of egg capsules and transferred to standard
snail water [S49] in embryo dishes, where they remained until they reached the 4-cell stage. Thereafter, embryos
were transferred into control dishes, or drug-containing dishes, immediately upon reaching the 4-cell stage, or
10, 30, 45 or 60 minutes later. Embryos were then observed until about mid-way (see below for specific details)
through the third cleavage (~80-90 minutes after the second cleavage at 20 to 25°), at which point they were
fixed. Embryos were imaged under a Nikon SMZ1500 microscope with DXM1200F camera. The rotation of
each micromere was estimated, by measuring the angle produced by two lines, one that bisects the macromere
and one that bisects the micromere, using ImageJ [S50]. For purposes of analysis, we defined a “neutral”
emergence as an angle of ±5° – although this definition is certainly arbitrary, a more stringent definition still
produced significant numbers of neutral embryos after SMIFH2 treatment.
Ordinarily, the first quartet of micromeres in a dextral embryo simultaneously emerge and turn at the
same time, so that by the time they have fully emerged, the angle of turn approaches +35-45°. In contrast, in
sinistral embryos the micromeres emerge first, then turn during furrow ingression [S7]. As we wished to
measure the angle of rotation upon first emergence, not the final angle, individual embryos were observed and
fixed as the micromeres first emerged, where “emerged” is defined as showing significant furrow ingression,
such that the micromere is a defined and separate body from the macromere. Occasionally, not all four
micromeres emerged at the same time, in which case embryos were fixed as soon as three micromeres had
emerged – if we had waited until all four had emerged then the first three would have turned further.
SMIFH2 and CK-666 (both 100 µM final concentration, in DMSO; Sigma S4826, SML0006) were
separately added to decapsulated 4-cell embryos, immediately after second cleavage had completed. Embryos
were fixed during the third cleavage, as the micromeres emerged, and the angle of rotation scored qualitatively.
In an initial experiment, the chiral twist was scored qualitatively (sinistral, dextral or neutral). In control and
drug treated experiments, the majority of genetically dextral embryos twisted dextrally (84.7% control, n=150;
56.0% SMIFH2, n=150; 81.3% CK-666; n=150). Nonetheless, 28% of SMIFH2-treated embryos, 12.7% of CK-
666-treated embryos and 4.7% of the controls emerged without rotation. The remainder of the embryos showed
partial rotation, or were difficult to score. In comparison, the majority of genetically sinistral embryos emerged
without a chiral twist, irrespective of whether they had been drug treated or not (98.0% control, n=163; 98.0 %
SMIFH2, n=152; 94.8% CK-666; n=134). The procedure was then repeated using a quantitative approach.
Broadly, the results were the same between both methods: SMIFH2 has the greatest impact upon the chiral twist
of emergence, with CK-666 having a lesser impact (Figure 2; Table S2).
To understand the wider significance of these results, we attempted to carry out the same experiment in
sinistral-cleaving B. glabrata. Unfortunately, SMIFH2 treatment was invariably lethal even when added just
before the third cleavage. Thus, while formins are certainly implicated in early development of B. glabrata, we
do not know if they are implicated in directing the chiral twist at third cleavage.
For microscopy, embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and incubated in blocking buffer (2%
foetal calf sera, 0.1% Triton-X-100) before immunostaining with alexa488-phalloidin (Life Technologies) and
Cy3-E-tubulin (Sigma). Confocal microscope images were acquired using a Leica TCS-NT confocal microscope
with a 60x/1.2 numerical aperture objective. Images were processed with Huygens Deconvolution Software
(Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, Netherlands) and Adobe Photoshop.
Pharmacology and microinjection – Xenopus
Embryos were treated at the stages indicated with either DMSO alone, CK-666 in DMSO at the final
concentration indicated (Sigma, SML0006) or SMIFH2 in DMSO at the final concentration indicated
(ChemBridge Corporation, 5992446). Embryos were washed with at least 5 washes of 0.1 x Modified Marc’s
Ringers (MMR), pH 7.8 after treatment and raised to Stage 45 [S1].
Xenopus embryos were analyzed for position (situs) of three organs; the heart, stomach and gallbladder
[S51] at Stage 45 [S1]. Heterotaxic embryos were defined as having a reversal in one or more organs. Only
embryos with normal dorsoanterior development and clear left- or right-sided organs were scored. Percent
heterotaxia was calculated as the number of heterotaxic embryos divided by the number of total scorable
HPEU\RV$ȋ2 test was used to compare absolute counts of heterotaxic embryos compared to control untreated
embryos (Figure 4; Table S3).
For microinjection, capped, synthetic mRNAs encoding mouse diaphanous1 were dissolved in water
and injected into embryos in 3% ficoll using standard methods [S12]. mRNA injections were made into the
animal pole of eggs at the timepoints indicated using borosilicate glass needles calibrated to deliver a 10 nl
injection volume.
Phylogenetics
Previously, Chalkia et al. (2008) used an alignment of the FH2 domain to understand the evolutionary
relationship between formins from diverse prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes [S52]. To better understand the
relationship between Ldia1, Ldia2 and other formins, we included our new sequences in the same FH2
alignment. To put the pond snail sequences into context, we also mined genome and transcriptome databases to
derive putative dia gene sequences for L. (Galba) trunculata [S53], Physa acuta, B. glabrata, Lottia gigantea,
Crassostrea gigas (all molluscs) and Capitella telata (an annelid). The most appropriate model of evolution was
identified using Prottest 3.4 [S54] then a maximum likelihood phylogeny was estimated in PhyML [S55]. Trees
were then bootstrapped using 100 replicates and visualised using TreeExplorer (Figure S2a). To examine further
examine the relationship of dia genes within the molluscan group alone, we identified putative orthologues by
tblastn of Genbank Transcriptome Shotgun Assembly, as well as genome specific databases. Following
alignment using Muscle, an appropriate model of evolution was selected using jModelTest and the Akaike
Information Criterion [S56]; followed by tree construction and visualisation using PhyMl and TreeExplorer,
including bootstrap support (Figure S2b). A phylogeny was also produced using MrBayes 3.2.5 [S57].
In order to investigate associations between variation in the dia gene sequence and chirality in other
species, we used intron-spanning primers (described above) to generate sequence from two land snail genera,
Euhadra and Partula. In Euhadra, there was considerable variation between species. Using similar methods as
above, a phylogeny was constructed (Figure S2d) and chirality mapped onto it. For Partula, less variation was
present, so a NeighbourNet network, based on a matrix of uncorrected p-distances using SplitsTree 4.12 [S58],
was instead constructed (Figure S2e).
In the most recent comprehensive revision of the taxonomy of gastropod molluscs, it was proposed that
a “Hygrophila” clade contains six families, the dextral Chilinidae, Latiidae, Acroloxidae, Lymnaeidae and the
sinistral Planorbidae and Physidae [S59]. To date, no study has been able to uncover the precise relationship
between these groups, and thus the evolution of chirality, either because of incomplete sampling of
representatives from each family [S60] or poor statistical support for key branches [S61, S62]. For example, it
was shown that representatives of the Acroloxidae, Lymnaeidae, Planorbidae and Physidae form a monophyletic
group, though the topology was unresolved [S61]. In another study, representatives from the Physidae and
Lymnaeidae were shown to cluster together, separately from the Planorbidae, but the Chilinidae and
Acroloxidae were not sampled [S60]. Lastly, Klussmann-Kolb et al. sampled all six families, recovering a
monophyletic Hygrophila group, but statistical support for the internal branches was low [S62] (e.g. the
relationship between the Lymnaeida, Physidae and Planorbidae was not clear – Bayesian posterior probabilities
<<0.95, some branches not supported at all with ML).
To test the monophyly of the Hygrophila clade, to resolve the relationships within the group, and to
understand the evolution of chirality, we produced a genus-level phylogeny containing representatives from all
six families, combining existing ~1.7 kb 18S sequences, with newly generated ~3.5 kb 28S rRNA sequences
[S59, S61] using previously described primers [S63] and new primers: set C (LSU-4
GTCGGCATTCCACCCGACC, LSU-7 GCAGGTGAGTTGTTACACACTC), Set D (LSU-6
GTGCCAAACGCTGACGCTCA, LSU-9 ACCCAGTCCTCAGAGCCAATC), Set E (LSU-8
CACAGCCTCTAGTCGATAGAAC, LSU-11 CCGTCCTCCTGAGCTCGCC), Set F (LSU-10
GGCCGCGATCCGTCTGAAGA, LSU-12 GGCTTCTGACTTAGAGGCGTT). The 28S rRNA sequence was
combined with ~1.7 kb of existing 18S rRNA sequences to produce a genus-level phylogeny, selecting an
appropriate model of evolution using jModelTest and the Akaike Information Criterion [S56]; followed by tree
construction and visualisation using PhyMl and TreeExplorer, including bootstrap support (Figure S2c).
Phylogenies were also produced using MrBayes 3.2.5 [S57].
The resulting phylogeny (Figure S2c) confirms that the proposed Hygrophila grouping is
monophyletic, with strong statistical support. The phylogeny also shows, with strong statistical support, that
representatives of the Physidae and Lymnaeaidae cluster together (congruent with the study of Holznagel et al.,
also using 28S sequences but different taxa). By mapping chirality onto the phylogeny, we infer that dextrality is
most likely the ancestral condition within the group. Subsequently, either sinistrality evolved once, with a
subsequent reversion to dextrality in the Lymnaeidae, or else sinistrality evolved on two separate occasions, in
the Physidae and the Planorbidae. Both explanations are equally parsimonious.
As the above inference is critically dependent upon the tree topology, we compared the best tree
(topology: [Planorbidae, [Physidae, Lymnaeaidae]]) against a tree constrained such that the sinistral Physidae
and Planorbidae are monophyletic (topology: [Lymnaeaidae, [Planorbidae, Physidae]]). Using a relatively
conservative Shimodaira-Hasegawa test [S64], the alternative topology provides a significantly worse
explanation of the data (P=0.043).
The accessions for this work (new accessions all begin with ‘KU’) are:
Basommatophora
Siphonaria pectinata (HQ659934; KU341320).
Basommatophora, clade Hygrophila
Acroloxidae: Acroloxus lacustris (AY282592; KU341306).
Chilinidae: Chilina sp. (EF489358; HQ659964).
Latiidae: Latia neritoides (EF489339; FJ917245, AY465072 and EF489359).
Lymnaeidae: Lymnaea stagnalis (EF489345; KU341307), Radix auricularia (FR797817; AY465067).
Physidae: Aplexa sp. (FR797814; AY465071); Physa sp. (AY282600; KU341308).
Planorbidae: Biomphalaria glabrata (U65223; AF435694 and contig18577, genome assembly 4.3), Ferrissia
sp. (AY282597; KU341310), Glyptophysa gibbosa (EF012196; DQ256736), Planorbis planorbis (EF012192;
KU341309).
Eupulmonata
Laemodonta sp. (HQ659951; KU341316), Melampus sp. (HQ659940; KU341317), Carychium sp. (EF489341;
KU341318).
Eupulmonata, clade Systellommatophora
Laevicaulis altae (X94270; KU341319).
Eupulmonata, clade Stylommatophora
Arion sp. (HQ659992; KU341315), Cepaea nemoralis (AJ224921; KU341312), Cochlicopa sp. (GU331944;
KU341313), Deroceras reticulatum (AY145373; KU341314). Limicolaria kambeul (X66374; KU341311).
Opisthobranchia (outgroup) Aplysia sp. (AY039804; KU341321).
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